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cessful execution, under which circumstances, any enginee even of high repute in his profession, would be warranted letting a contract and putting the entire responsibility upon t contractor.
(/) A strong reason for enforcing specifications literal and rigidly, instead of accepting some other material or meth which possibly may be "just as good" is- to be found in t relation the engineer and owner hold to other contractors wl bid upon the work. It is to be presumed that these oth parties have based their estimates on a strict compliance wi the specifications, and it is possible that the lowest bidder h presumed on his being able to substitute cheaper materials methods for those specified. If he is allowed to do this aft the contract is let, it is evident that the other bidders have be discriminated against to their disadvantage and under a speci of fraud, which should not receive the encouragement of eith the engineer or of the owner. It is difficult, therefore, to s how a cheaper grade of work can properly be accepted in lief that specified, even though it be "just as good," witho encouraging this practice of presuming upon a cheaper fulfi ment, and also without treating the other bidders unfairl Other things being equal, therefore, it is best to rigidly enfor a contract, even though a cheaper material or method migl in the opinion of the engineer, be employed with equally go< results. Or, if a cheaper compliance is allowed, a correspon ing reduction in price should be insisted upon.
The above are some of the numerous controlling ide which the engineer should have clearly in mind in the writir of a set of engineering specifications. He must know in tl first place exactly what he wants, and then try to so describe that others can not mistake his meaning. The general ar detail plans are usually made before the specifications a written, and the engineer has these before him in writing tl specifications, and makes liberal reference to them. Sin<

